The idyllic seaside town of Kingsport has always been
a bit sleepy but tonight’s dreams may just become
tomorrow’s nightmares. The stars are finally right, and
the ruthless Cult of Hastur is making a bid to summon
an avatar of its dark god! All that stands in the way... is
one small group of investigators, the only people
smart enough to figure out what’s happening and
dumb enough to think they can stop it.
Cthulhu!!! thrusts you into a desperate fight against
elder forces from beyond space and time. You play the
stalwart private detectives and quick-thinking girl
Fridays who’ve stumbled onto the Cult’s plans, and it’s
your job to find and sanctify enough ritual sites to
prevent the avatar’s arrival. For good or ill, you’re
already a bit unstable from years of mythos busting,
and not above using the Cult’s relics yourself. You can
resist the objects’ siren call long enough to save the
world... can’t you?
Designed for 2 to 6 players, Cthulhu!!!: Hastur La Vista,
Baby! features an ever-changing map of downtown
Kingsport, a1920’s Lovecraft Country city besieged by
deranged cultists, frightening creatures from beyond
the stars, and an endless supply of mythos mayhem.
Players take turns placing map tiles, fighting Hastur’s
minions, collecting relics of power, and striving to
save the world from imminent destruction. Every
game is different, and the strategy evolves with every
new tile that hits the table.
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Product Number: TLC 2500
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MSRP: $34.99
Contents: 30 tiles, 50 cards, 50 Byakhee,
50 Cultists, 3 Private Detectives, 3 Girl Fridays,
various tokens
Release: March 2014

Selling Points

•106 custom-made plastic figures
• Cut down cultists, shoot Byakhee out of the sky, and take
down otherworldly Hastur in an explosive confrontation
across a 1920’s city that’s different every time you play
• New sanity rules keep every player teetering at the brink
of madness
• Play together, scheme apart — make every move to keep
Hastur from invading our world, but always keep one eye
on the prize: ultimate power!

Target Market

• Zombies!!! players and Twilight Creations customers
• Cthulhu and H.P. Lovecraft fans
• Pulp genre enthusiasts, and anyone who loves the idea of
fighting Old Ones with a Tommygun
• Board gamers who enjoy light-hearted, fast-paced play
with competitive and cooperative elements

